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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present work is to modify and generalize the Alexander-Spanier coho-

mology theory, [17], and its variants given in [14]. Our definitions will take into account

the role of a locally-finite simplicial compiex K and we may regard the topology of a pair

(G,G') of coefficient groups.
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0. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the most interested and widespread cohomology theory is the

Cech cohomology theory (spectral theory), [10]; it is applicable in sufficiently wide cat-

egories of topologicol spaces. Many other theories are equivalent to the Cech theory

provided that in every case we confine ourselves to the category of paracompact spaces,

[9]. In [16], E. Sklyarenko found the conditions under which these theories are equivalent

to Cech theory.

A parallel development to Cech theory has taken based on an idea of Alexander, [5],

that a q—cochain may be defined as a function from ordered sets of q+1 points in the space

to the coefficient group. He subsequently modified this approach by introducing the notion

of gratings. Alexander's cohomology construction gives the Cech cohomology groups

on the category of compact metric spaces. For any space, E. Spanier, [17], introduced

cohomology groups simpler than Alexander's definition. These groups agree with the Cech

groups on the category of compact Hausdorff spaces. The advantage of this approach lies

in the simplicity of the definition of cochain. A disadvantage is that there appears to be no

equally simple and dual construction of chains and their homology groups. Therefore, the

Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory, [12], [18], is one of the most important variants

of the Cech cohomology theory. It is particularly suited for applications in which a space

is mapped into polyhedra; the singular cohomology theory, [10], is more suitable for

the applications of mapping the polyhedra into a space. Alexander-Spanier cohomology

on the category of compact pairs is characterized by the continuity property which is

not generally valid for singular cohomology. For deeper properties of Alexander-Spanier

theory, E. Spanier, [18], introduced the cohomology of a space with coefficients in a

presheaf. The definition of this cohomology involves a Cech construction, using nerves of

open coverings.. By means of general properties of this cohomology, it is proved that for

paracompact spaces the Alexander-Spanier and Cech cohomologies are isomorphic. This

cohomology of presheaves is also applied to compare the singular and Aiexander-Spanier

cohomology theories; they are isomorphic for manifolds.

In the Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory or in the isomorphic theory of Cech,

it is known that if the group of coefficients is a topological group G then when these

cohomologies are defined either we do not take into account the topology on G, [10],

[18], or consider only the compactness of G and by means of which it is introduced

a compact open topology, [11], in the corresponding cochain complexes and then the

resulting cohomologies are compact, [7], [8].

Recently, L. Mdzinarishvili, [14], proposed some other ways of constructing a type of

Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory with coefficients in an arbitrary topological groups.

The definition of this cohomology based on the locally continuous functions and direct



spectrum. His main aim was studying his own cohomology from the point of view of

Eilenberg Stcenrod axioms, [10], Milnor's axioms [15], and the tautness, continuity prop-

erties.

By means of the idea of A"-groups, [1], [6], a number of important homology and

cohomology theories are generalized and studied, [2], [3], [4], for different categories of

topological spaces and over pairs of coefficient groups. Analogous study for the Alexander

Spanier and Mdzinarishvili constructions is considered in the present work. We shall be

considering either the category Q of pairs of topological spaces or its full subcategory

Q of spaces. Our definitions of K--Alexander-Spanier and A"-Mdzinarishvili will take

into account the categories Q, Q, and the pair of coefficient groups (G,G'), where G' is a

subgroup of the abelian group G.

I. A ALEXANDER SPANIER CONSTRUCTION

One of the most interesting approaches to a cohomology theory is the Alexander-

Spanier theory H", [18], defined on the category Q and over a discrete coefficient group G,

i.e., the topology of G and of the cohomology groups was disregarded. Here we generalize

and modify //* by taking in consideration the role of both K and the coefficient pair

(G.G1). The resulting construction will be considered from the point of view of the

axiomatic definition of the cohomology theory, [10]-

For any integer y > 0 and a simplex T 6 A', q(r) denotes the integer q + dimr. Let

U[X) be the set of all open coverings of X € Q, A'J + 1 the product of (JI + l)-copies of

the space A, [11], and i, the j-tuple (x0, x, x3),0 < i < j , consisting of the tuple

t = (.;•„ Xj) € XJ + I with x, omitted. By the way of abbreviation, when Q € OfX) we

write:

QJ + 1 = U | ; :j | ,+ l : ̂  € a} ,

i.e., t e o j H iff {j:,,,. -. ,Xj} is contained in some un 6 a, [14]. The set QJ + 1 is open in

the space XJi'. Denote by p, the projection from X1*1 into XJ, [11], its restriction on

a J + t i s i\ :nJt' —• a1.

Throughout the present, section, the symbol X will be used to denote either a space

A' £ Q or an open covering a of X. For T 6 K, let C{T)(X;G) be the group of all

functions ^T : ,\''<r' + l —> G with addition defined pointwise, and let i(ipT) — Im <pT PI G".

DEFINITION 1.1 An clement ipi = {<pT} of the direct product n C(T) {X;G),

[19], is called y dimensional A' function of X with coefficients in (G}G') if the following

condition is satisfied:

(k) There is a cofinite subset ffip9) of K; called the co-set of p«, for which

The set of these functions will be denoted by CK(X\ G, G'). We shall omit ij from tpi and

(G,G') from CxlX^.G') where their absence will not cause confusion.

LEMMA 1.1 (i) CK{X) is a subgroup of n C ( r ) (X- G)

(ii) If G' = G, then CUX) = n C{T)(X; G).

PROOF {i) For iplt ip2 € C%(X), the r-coordinate (ifi, + ^2)T of their sum is <p] + <p\,

and f (cpj +1P2) = f(ifii)nf(ifi-2). Not that i(ip])f\i(<pl) C i(*p\ + < Ĵ), and may there exist

t 6 X' (T '+1 for which tpl(t) = -ipl(t) <£ G'.

(ii) If G' = G, then i{<fiT) = X"^ + ' and f (ip) = A".

DEFINITION 1.2 Let <p G CK(X), and t € X' ( r )+2 . The r coordinate of the

coboundary A'p is the function (<5V)' : X«(T)4a — G given by,[3]:

(/>V)T(0

or, equivalently,

(1.1)

(11)*

where st(r) = {a s K : T is (dimCT - 1) face of a).

LEMMA 1.2 Let <(> e CK{X). Then ffty e Cp'(X) and Si+[6"^ = 0.

PROOF Consider the set

(1.2)

It is clear that AT C t((*V)T)- Let

B = {r e f (^) : st(r) n (if -

Since the simplices of K — f(tp) contribute in a finite number of S((T)'S, where r € f(<p), it

follows that B is a finite set. If r G f(^) — B, then r G f{<^),si(T) C f(tp). By condition

(k), we get

<(•/) = X'(T) + 1, t(vp") = X"1"'*1, where IT £;rt(T).



Substituting in Eq.(1.2), we obtain AT = X ( l ) + 1 ) l T ) + 1 which yields that i{6q<p)T =

Therefore f(b'i'-p) = T{tp) — B, and 6^if £ C^ {X).

Since J2H \a '• T][p '• a] ~ 0' [13], we have
IT (I

(1.3)
j=0 1=0

Because (J;O. . , . , i u . . . , X<I(T)VI) cau be expressed as (tJ)l or (f j)., these two cases yield in

Eq.(1.3) the two terms ( - l ) J ( - l ) V ( l j j ; and {-l) ' (- iy~ V(*i)j which cancel.

It follows from Lemma 1.2 that CjJfA") = {CJ-(A%),#'} is a cochain complex. Con-
sider that G* IH the enchain complex whose only nontrivial group is G° = GK, the direct
product of Cr = C, T 6 A', [18], [19]. The following result shows that the cohomology
groups of Cx{X) is, in general, uninteresting.

THEOREM 1.1 If tiim A' = 0,G" = G, and X ? %, then H->(C$(X)) ~G",q> 0.

PROOF Consider a fixed point i e A", and the cochian map 0* : C£(X) -+ G*

defined by:

1 {p) 1 0 otherwise

Define £* : G* -> ^-(A") by: £« = 0 when q ^ 0, and (e"9)r(x) = t/T for any i; <= A".

Since ij(r) = ij, xt{r) = 0, and

( W ^ i , ) = (eofl)T(a:o) - (e°fl)T(a:,) = 0 ,

it follows that e^ is a cochain map such that 0^£^ is the identity of G^• Moreover,

(f"0V)T(j:) = vT{s), and EW = 0 for q / 0 .

Now, define a map D* : C'^iX) -» CJ-(X) by: (Z)V)^(a;o^ ...,£„) = ¥>T(a;,a:o, • • • ,xQ).

One can show that {£>'} is a cochain hoinotopy from e*6* to the identity of C^(X).

I'assing to the eohomology groups, we get the identities E*8* and 9*£*, which yield that

ft' : H'^Cf^X)) — G" is an isomorphism.

In the next, part, the topology of the space X e Q will be used to pass to more inter-

esting cohomology groups.

DEFINITION 1.3 An element <p e CK(X) is said to be locally zero on M c X if

there is a 6 fi(M) on which y vanishes, [3], i.e., the restrictions ipT | Q^ T ) + 1 : a'(T)+1 -* G

are zero function.

Let CQ(X)}C^{X,A) be the subcomplexes of C^{X) consisting of the K-functions

locally zero on X, A, respectively, where (X, A) e Q. The q dimensional A"-Alexander-

Spanier cohomotogy group of (A", A) over {G, G'} is the cohomology of degree q of the

complex C${X,A)/Cg{X), denoted by Hq
K(X,A;G,G'), q > 0. When A = 9, denote by

C${X) the quotient C%(X, 4>)/C£{X).

Before studying the cohomology groups H^(X, A.G.G'} it will be useful to introduce

another cochain complex for (X,A). Let / : {X,A) —> (V, B) be in Q, f\A : A —> D,

and / | X : X —> Y (will be denoted also by / when there is no ambiguity}. The map /

defines, for each T&K, / ( T ) : A"«<T>+1 -> K«<T>+1 by:

which, in turn, induces the homomorphism / ' : CK{Y) —• C%(X) as follows: (ft)T =

•0V(T)- Actually, ((/'V1)7" = /"1(*W'T)) a n d f (/«V0 = (̂V1)- It can be shown that these

homomorphisms define the cochain map (f\X)* : C^(Y) —> C^(X) and the following

properties are true, [3]:

Pl.l If h is the identity of (X, A) then (ftl-*)* is identity

P1.2 If 9 • (Y,B) - (Z,C), then (g\Y o f\X)* = (f\X)*{g\Y)*.

LEMMA 1.3 The inclusion map i : A —* X induces the epimorphic cochain map

P R O O F Let V 6 Cq
K(A). Define <pT : X" ( r ) + l - t G as the extension of ^ r , where

ipT(t) = 0 when t & A « ( T ) + 1 , [3]. Then i{<pT) = i(it>T) U (A"' ( r )+ I - A' ' (T '41), ^ e CJt(X)

with f{<p) = f(Vj), and (i^Y = i^T.

The kernel of t7* is a cochain complex C"^(A",/I), its relation with C^(X,A) is given

in the following result.

LEMMA 1.4

P R O O F Consider the canonical homomorphism [19], n" : Cq
K(X) -+ C%(A"), and

i" = i"Tr". Then Ker i ' = CK(X,A) and TT' = if«|Ker i" : CK{X,A) -> Cq
K(X,A)

is an epimorphism. Therefore 7Cq induces the required isomorphism, [19], which is also

cochain map.

It follows from Lemma 1.3 that there is a short exact sequence:

^ » 0 (1.4)0 - C*{X, A)



By property PI.2, there is induced by / the following commutative diagram:

0 -> C*,{Y,B) - C$(Y) - C*(B) -> 0

U* KfW* iU\A)*

0 — C$(X,A) -, CjJ(X) -» C£(A) — 0

(1.5)

By Lemma 1.4, the induced, by / , homomorphism /* : H^Y, B\ G, G') ~-> Hq
K(X, A; G, G)

is the map induced by f*. Thecoboundary operator 6' : H"(A;G,G') -> Hq+l{X, A;G,G')

is the connecting homomorphism of the cohomology of the sequence (1.4), The triple
fi'K = {Hj.,/*,rt*} is called the A'-Alexandcr Spanier cohomology construction.

THEOREM 1.2 If K is one vertex and G = G, then H'K is naturally isomorphic

to //*.

PROOF By Lemma 1.1, C^(X,A) is naturally equivalent to the Alexander Spanier

cochain complex C'(X,A:G) defined in [18].

THEOREM 1.3 H'K is a contravariant b functor, [10], on Q. Moreover, it satisfied

the excision axiom and a dimension axiom.

PROOF The verification of the first three axioms of a cohomology theory, [10], fol-

lows from PI. I, PI.2, and the diagram (1.5). The exactness axiom follows from the

sequence (1.4) by passing to cohomology. The proof of the excision axiom is analogous to

the proof of Theorem '2.3.2, in [3].

Here by a dimension axiom we mean that if dim A = 0, G = G, and X is a one point

space, thon, for q > 0, Hq
K{X\G,G') c; G". Actually, CQ

n(X) = 0, C£(X) ~ C*K{X), and

the result is a consequence of Theorem 1.1.

2. MDZINARISHVILI CONSTRUCTION

In this article the cohomology constructions h', ft.', introduced in [14] will be modified

mid studied from the cohomology axioms side. Here the pair {G,G') is consisting of a

pair of lopological abelian groups, i.e., G' is a closed subgroup of a topological gr.oup G.

DEFINITION 2.1 The A"-function v? € CK(X) is said to be locally continuous on

X if there exists a £ Q(X) such that, for any r € K, I^T|Q<'(T)+! is a continuous function.

The siibcomplex of C^(X) wliose elements are the locally continuous functions will be

denoted by Lf.(X).

Actually, let <fi,(p2 £ Lq
K(X), a, (i € il(X) be corresponding coverings, and 7 = a(~\/3.

Since 7'<r)+I C Q«'T ) + 1 n/3Q(T)+l,(^, - i ^ ) r | 7 ' w + 1 is continuous. Formula (1.1)' and

continuity of p/s yield the continuity of (i5V)T-

Note that C*{X) C L%{X) C C^(X). We call the cohomology groups of the com-

plexes:

Afjf(X) = L%{X)ICt{X\ P*K(X) = C*{X)IL%(X) ,

the A'-Mdzinarishvili, K Alexander-Spanier Mdzinarishvili cohomology groups of X €
Q over the topological groups pair (G,G')\ denoted by hq

K(X;G, G'). /^(X: G, G'), re-
spectively.

THEOREM 2.1 There is an exact sequence of cohomologies:

. . . - hq
K(X;G,G') - Hl{X;G,G') - ^ ( X ; G , C ) - hq^l(X; G, G") -> . . .

PROOF We have the isomorphic cochain map P$(X) ~ C${X)/M£(X). It follows

that there is a short exact sequence

•0 .

By passing to the cohomology we get the result.

With the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2, we have

}i>K{X-,G,G') ~ hq(X:G),hq
K(X;G,G'} ~

THEOREM 2.2 For a discrete space X, and q> 0, ti"K(X;G,G') = H«K(X;G,G).

PROOF Let ip € CK{X). Since X"lr)+l admits a discrete topology, v
T |a" (7) + 1 is con-

tinuous. Then L«K(X) = CKX), and M${X) = C£(X).
Combining Theorems 1.1, 2.2, we get the dimension axiom:

COROLLARY 2.1 If X is a one-point spare, dim if = 0, and G = G, then

h\{X\G,G) ~ GK,

hq
K(X;G,G) = 0, q>Q.

We are ultimately interested in comparing the K Mdzinarishvili cochain complex

M$(X) with the system {C%(a);a € H(X)}.

Let M% = {ipn e CK(a) : <pr
a is continuous}, and hq

a be the cohomology of the cochain

complex M*. Consider that o < 0 in il(X) (< is the relation of refinement, [10]). Define

*ls : Mi ~* Ml b>': (KpfaY = VQI/?<J(T)+1- It follows that {Mi,**;,} is a direct system;



its limit is M^(X) and the cohomoiogy of which is denoted by h^X; G,G;).

THEOREM 2.3 ^(J>f;G,G') ~ /i^(X;G,G').

PROOF Define F« : VK(X) -* A/£,(X) as follows:

Let. <* 6 iK-'O l'e a covering corresponding to <p € Lq
K(X), and <pT

n = <^T|a'(T)+\ then

ifir, = Wn} G M^, and ftp — [ifin\ (the class represented by ipa). F ' is correctly defined:

if /i e £J(X) is another covering coresponding to ^ and 7 = Q D ft then a,/3 < 7 and

( T , , ^ , , ) 7 = (7T7,7̂ 7,)T, for any r € AT, [14].

Firstly, F'' is an epimorphism- Let. [<fia\ e M^(.Y), ip<, e M». Define <pT • Xq(T]+1 -» G

by:

0 otherwise,

and f(v>) = f ( ^ ) . Clearly, v> e £ ! (* ) and
By the fundamental theorem of honiomorphisms, [19], F" defines an isomorphism F ' :

Li-(A')/K« F' - MUX).
Secondly, we show that Kcr F ' = C'fX). This tan be proved analogous to that in [14].

The map F* — {Fq} : M^(X) —> M^(X) is a cochain map. The required isomorphism

is induced by F*, [13].

Combining the above theorem and the fact that the homology functor commutes with
the direct limit, [18], we get the following result.

COROLLARY 2.2 h''K(X : G,G') ~ lim {h%,ir'a0}.

Now, 1.0 obtain ;i widespread study, the objective of the next part is to establish and

study the K Mdzinarishvili cohomoiogy on the category Q. Let / : {X, A) —^ (Y, B)

be in Q, ij> e L"K(X) be locally continuous on /3 e il{X), and a = f~l(fl). Then

}{T).« = /tr)|fvfltr) + l : Qq{T)+l -* /?' ( r ) + 1 and i>} /(T)IQ : a« |T)+1 — G are continuous, where

V'J = V'T|/^(T) + I. Since V / ( r) |Q' ( r | + 1 = i'l /(T)iQ, it follows that {>T / M } € LJ,(X)

with a co set f(<l>). This means that the cochain map (f\X)^, given in the first article,

defines a cochain map (f\X)* : M^(Y) —> M%(X). We mention that, because the locally

continuous property is more general than locally zero property, the map i* : M^(X) —»

Mj((A), defined by i : A C X, is, in generally, not epirnorphism. To introduce the K-

Mdzitkarishvili cohomoiogy on Q, it is useful to use the technical notion of mapping cone,

[13], [18] as follows.

The if-Mdzinarishvili cochain complex M$(X, A) of (X, A) e Q over the typological

groups pair {G,G') is the mapping cone of i*, assuming that: Mq
K(X,A) = M%(X) ©

MJ-"'(A), &i{ip,t) = {-6qip,i"if + 6''-lil!), Its cohomoiogy is called the K Mdzinarishvili

cohomoiogy groups of (X,A) over (G,G')\ denoted by ii'K{X,A\G,G'),q > 0 (or h\ for

short).

There is a short exact sequence:

~U M"K{X,A) - ^ •0 . (2.1)

where (, x denote injection, projection, respectively, [19]. The following diagram is com-

mutative:
0 M£{B) 0

I U\x)*

0 - . Mf-{A) £ M${X,A) T-> M${X) — 0

where p(<p, ip) - ((/ |X)V, (f\A)q-l4>}.

The induced, by / , homomorphism /* : hq
K(Y, B; G, G') -• h\-{X, A; G, G') is the map

induced by f*. The coboundary operator 6* : h^\A\G,G') -* hu
K{X,A;G,G') is the

homomorphism t induced by (.*. The K-Mdzinarishvili cohomoiogy construction h*K is

THEOREM 2.4 A^ is a contravariant <5 functor on Q.

PROOF The first three axioms are proved analogous to Theorem 1.3. One can prove

that the sequence (2.1) induce the following exact sequence:

...~+hq
K\A]G,G') - ^ hq

K(X,A;G,G') - A hq
K(X;GM') - ^ h",M\ G,G') — . . .

where j * = 1* and i ' coincides with the connecting homomorphism of the sequence (2.1).

In a next work the other axioms of the cohomoiogy theory will be studied for the

constructions li'K and h*K.
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